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For years educators have been concerned about the effect of 
athletic participation on the scholastic grades of athletes. They have 
wondered If the number of sports participated in should be limited, such 
questions as: Is the curriculum too rigid? Is there enough time being 
spent on the development of athletics? Or, Is it that the participants 
don't have the ability to think well. These and countless other ques­
tions remain unanswered. All of these things have left questions in the 
mind of educators as to which has the greater influence upon athletic 
success, superior physical material or the ability to adjust to new 
situations? 
The curricula is being broadened anually to help meet the 
needs of the youth in our rapid changing times. The curriculum mat 
be arranged to meet this challenge of the change. Educators are seek­
ing means, methods, and standards whereby tomorrow's leaders may be 
prepared to keep pace with the space erea. If we fail to prepare our 
young people, we have not completed the task for w ioh we have dedi­
cated ourselves. We as educators must meet the challenge of the present 
age and anticipate that of the future, and by so doing prepare our 
young people to live useful lives in the present and in times to come 
during their entire life time. 
The objective of the schools of this age is to prepare the 
student, mentally, socially, academically, and physically for the voca­
tion he may pursue after graduation. The literature reveals that admini­
strators want to provide a program of such nature, that it will allow 
1 
2 
pupils to participate is whatever outside of the class room uctivitios, 
under school supervision, they may desire* It is with those mentioned 
facts in mind that hare led the writer in the direction of this study. 
hue mm*m 
with the questions and facts mentioned shore in mind, the 
problem ie to determine whether there is any difference in the grades 
of athletes as compared with the grades of non-athlatsa. 
m P0TC3E 0? ISSES StCDT 
he literature presents much information to the effect, that 
educators asam to agree with the general public in thought if not In 
action, that holds that athletics are ovcr-emphasised* on the other hand, 
a large segment of the public supports competitive athletics programs 
because of a desire for entertainment* In riew of this, it is hoped that 
this study will help educators and public supporters to form opinions 
which will be based on evidence rather than that of prejudice or self 
interest* It la also hoped that this study will help those educators 
who feel that academic worte is of primary import nee and in the pro* 
0033 will weigh the values of athletics in terms of scholastic advance* 
meat. And further, this study might also help orientate those who think 
thf.it athletics are of primary Ittportaa** in respect to academic achieve* 
» 'i r • - " . ' 
mat, ;inoe there hae been constant controversy about the merits and 
demerits of athletics, it is also thought that this study will show 
whether the athletes of district 3 MA are balow, on the level with, 
or above the average academic level of their olaasmntea, In the areas 
considered* 
3 
LIMITATION , OF THE STOUT 
This study is confined to the male students who matriculated 
in the high schools making up District 3 AAA of the Interscholastic 
League of Texas, for the school years, 1559~19^1 inclusivelyj Further, 
only those subjects which carry one unit credit per year will be con­
sidered. Hextly, attention will be placed only on the number of sports 
in which the athlete participated rather than emphasizing any parti­
cular sport. In this study comparisons are also made in the areas of 
membership in honor societies, attendance, intelligence quotients, 
English, and participation in extracurricular activities not of athletic 
nature. 
MEffiODOLOGGf 
This study is based on comparison of athletes and non-athletes 
in several areas, and they arc as followss Grades, intelligence quotients, 
attendance records, membership in honor societies, and participation in 
other special activities. The data are primarily statistical and at 
least seme amount of variability and error can be expected. 
The students' grades in solid courses for the three years of 
high school are taken from the files of each school. An "A" is recorded 
as a 5, a "B" is recorded as a 4, • *Cn is recorded as a 3, a is 
recorded as a 2, and a rtFn is recorded as a 1. The numbers were added 
together and divided by the number of grades received. The quotient 
received comprises the student's index number. The average index num­
ber is also taken for the group of athletes, and non-athletes. The difL 
4 
ferenee In the index numb®? Is the basis from which the conclusions 
are drawn. 
Comparison of absences were given the same consideration as 
grades. The comparison in the other areas, already mentioned, also re­
ceive attention in this report. 
The athletes are also indexed according to the sport in which 
they participated, football, basketball, baseball, tennis, or track. The 
index average for each sport form basis for this part of the report. 
The final conclusions of this study were drawn fro® the as­
sembled data which have been tafeen from the high school files of the 
VfiZ senior boys of District 3 AAA. 
There are eight schools comprising District 3 MA as set up 
by the Texas Xnterscholastic League of Prairie View A. and M. college. 
Namely, Carthage, Gladewater, Henderson, Jacksonville, Kilgore, Lufkin, 
Nacogdoches, and Pittsburg. The schools are located in the heart of 
last Texas. The greatest distance separating any two schools in this 
district is 125 miles. 
The general industrial activities of this area range from 
farming to oil production area. Most of the parents of the athletes 
and non-athletes included in this study are in the low to medium in­
come bracket, with annual salaries ranging from approximately two 
thousand dollars to five thousand dollars. 
Schools are classified according to the number of students 
in the grades nine through twelve inclusive. Nacogdoches is the only 
school in the district with its Junior High school on another campus. 
5 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
AM QLAamcATIQM* AAA classification means any aohooX having 
an enrollment of 25O to 325 students In the upper four grades* 
At^otg, For the purpose of this study the word "athlete" 
refers to the boy who has participated in either football, basketball, 
baseball, tennis, or track during his high school tenure. 
Hon-athlefre. Hon-athlcte refers to the boy who did not 
participate In one of the five sports at any tine during his high school 
days. 
High school In many cases high school Includes the last 
four grades, but in this study it includes only the sophomore, Junior, 
and senior years. 
Grades. Grades are those marks, A, B, 0, D, or F, that the 
• r , v . , • ' . . i ( ' • • • i - j. 5 ' 
student received in his solid courses, 
solid Courses. Solid courses mean those subjects that give 
full credit per year, or, one-half credit per semester. This includes, 
English, social studies, mathematics, science, and vocational subjects. 
It does not include co-curricular subjects such as band and Physical 
Education. 
Honor societies. Honor societies include those organi­
sations or clubs that are a part of the curriculum and receive as mem­
bers only those students who have high grades and good character. 
Other Activities. Other activities refers to those activi­
ties that require time other than school time and are not of athletic 
nature. 
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Intelligence quotient* Intelligence quotient is derived by 
dividing the student*a mental age, as determined by a standardized test, 
by his chronological age and then ml tip lying the quotient by 100* In 
this study, intelligence quotient refers to the score made on a stand­
ardized intelligence test* 
Grade Index. Grade index is the average grade received 
• » - V * * A ' A > : 
by a student through high school stated in terms of index numbers* 
. * 
Average. The average in this study was obtained when all 
of the grades scores had been added together and divided by the total 
number of athletes, or non-athletes included in this study. The AVer-
age constitutes the basis for which the conclusions of this study were 




Somers1 made the latest available study on the comparison of 
the grades of athletes and non-athletes* The purpose of the study was 
to compare the academic grades of participants in intramural class team 
competition at Smith College with those of non-participants* In order 
to secure a comparison between the two groups of students as it exist 
from year to year in normal college situation., it was decided to follow 
the four-year careers of members of a specific ©lass. Hie class of 194$ 
was selected* 
She concluded that: Participation in class team competition 
does not appreciably affect, either adversely or favorably, the academic 
grades of student participants: during any single year} nor during the 
cumulative four year period. Students in the upper 5 P9r oent of the 
class who participated in class team competition were slightly superior 
in academic average than non-participants. Students in the lower per 
cent of the class who participated in class team competition obtained 
an academic average equal to that of nan-participants* The intramural 
participants, in both the upper and lower 9 Par cant of the class is 
more active in additional extracurricular activities than the non-
participant. The participants in the intramural sports seam to have 
a slight edge in their academic achievement* 
Madeline isomers, * A Comparative study of Participation in 
Extracurricular Sports and Academic Grades," Re sear oh quarterly. XXX 
(March, I95I), 84.90. 
7 
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Bay* made a study of inter-relationship of physical and mental 
abilities and achievement. He found that within the limit of an 1. Q» 
group, this study finds physical ability a more reliable predictor of 
academic standing than is relative I. Q. At the low I. Q. level, some 
unmeasured quality seems to influence achievement of all sorts in the 
individual who persist in school attendance. 
There are teachers who believe that athletic participation is 
harmful to scholastic success of students, as shown in a study made by 
Powers in twenty California high schools. As reported by J a cob sen , 
the instructors in these schools were polled. The results showed that 
from €»0 to % per cent believe athletics detrimental to intelluctual 
efforts, scholarship, memory, concentrati cm, reasoning, and will power* 
As has been stated, some teachers believe participation In 
athletics is unfavorable to scholastic attainment. But, to the contrary, 
Washke' a? study of scholastic attainment to Intradural sports to de­
termine what effect, if any, intramural sports participation had on 
the scholastic attainment of certain men students at the University of 
Oregon, He Concluded that! 
^Harold C. Bay, *A Study of later-relationship of Physios! and 
Mental abilities and Achievements of High school Boys to Palo Alto 
Public Schools," Reaea^ SfiagStSSiK. IX (March, 1^3°). 121-140. 
%ohn M. Jacobsen, "Athletics and scholarship in the High 
school," school Review. mi (April, I33D, 280-262. 
5paul R. Washice, "A Study of Intramural sports Participation 
and scholastic Attainment," Besearch Quarterly. XI (May, 1340), 22-27, 
9 
The figures show that the intramural 
program, as it is functioning at the 
University of Oregon at least, has no 
deliterious effect on the participants 
scholastic attainment. 
Further study on this problem will un­
doubtedly be valuable to the research 
worker in this field, which there have 
been few to date, 
A more complete study was made by Purdy^" of Franklin High 
School, Franklin, N. J. The study was made over a ten year period 
between 1535 and 1548. Purdy found that baseball players had the 
highest scholastic record of all the athletic groups, and that a higher 
percentage of athletes go to college than non-athletes, 
Purdy drew four conclusions from his study of this high 
school, and they are a3 follows: 
The fact that the grades of the athletes 
averaged 1,8 percentage points above the 
non-athletes indicated that participation 
in athletics is no drawback scholastically, 
and that sports may actually serve as a 
stimulant to many who otherwise would neg­
lect their studies. The scholastic eligi­
bility requirement alone constitutes a 
sharp-edge spur for the athletes. The boy 
VWAW in all four sports is 
more likely to be a better student than the 
boy who only participates in one or two. 
This shows that additional time spent in 
athletic activity is not a drawback to 
scholastic achievement. The athlete is 
more likely to enter college than the non-
athlete, since practically all investiga­
tions to the effect of interscholastic 
athletics on scholarship have shown 
•^Reg Purdy, "Athletes vs. Scholars," Scholastic Coach, XIX 
(October, 1545), 54-50. 
10 
gible results, it would seem to follow that the 
non-athlete s the looser in experience* 
Cook and Thompson1 made a stuey of the letter boys and non-
letter boys in the Hughes High School, Cincinnati, who were in the class 
of ly22 to iy2b, inclusive. The general purpose of the study was to as-
eert:in some facts concerning the scholarship and the educational progress 
of hi^ti school athletes. 
There was a total of exactly 100 boys who won letters in one 
or more of the following sports, football, baseball, track, swimming, 
and tennis. Ninety-one of the boys graduated in ly2o, or earlier; the 
other y frilled to graduate. 
For comparison with the letter boys who graduated, 20,' non-
letter boys were selected in alphabetical order from each class for the 
five years indicated. A special group for comparison with the y letter 
boys who did not graduate was secured by pairing each of these boys 
with a non-letter boy who entered at the same time and r mained the 
same number of semesters. 
hen a subject was repe ted beaause of f ilure, the mark re­
ceived the first time the subject was t ken was the only one recorded. 
It was found that the athletes had both the highest and the lowest 
grades, but the non-athletes h id a slightly higher average than the 
athletes. The average of the boys in the lettergroup ranged from 
a y4*0 to bi.*4 ; those of the non-letter boys varied from yl.y to 70.y» 
1 iilliam A. Cook and Mable Thompson, "A Comparison of Letter 
Boys aftd Non-letter Boys in a City High school," school Review. LXXXV 
(May, lya8), 370-358 
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Whereas in 1'>32-33» ât0Q and shannon1 mad© a study of the 
athletes and non-athletes entering Indiana state Teachers' college of 
that year. On the day of enrollment in the college each male student 
was asked to add to the information called for on the registration form 
filed with the dean of men the answer to the question, "Did you earn a 
letter in athletics while you were in high school?" From these forms 
were compiled two lists of names, one of 2^1 lottermen, and the other 
of 38O non-lattermen, a total of £>75 students. 
The purpose of the study was two fold: (1) to compare the high 
school lettermen with respect to scholastic achievement, and (2) to 
find the comparative number of high school letter men and non-lettermen 
who entered college and who also graduated from college. 
Of the high school graduates who entered 
Indiana State Teacher's College and were 
Included in this study, those who had earned 
letters in high school athletics were 
somewhat lovner in intelligence than the 
men who had not. The high school athletes 
were also slightly les3 successful in 
college scholarship than the non-athletes. 
However, their scholarship was higher in 
proportion to their intelligence than of 
non-athletes. The coefficients of corre­
lation between intelligence and college 
scholarship for both groups of men were 
similar to those found elsewhere In the 
United States. The proportion of high 
school athletes entering college was uni­
formly higher than that of non-athletes 
in the same high school graduating classes. 
This fact may account for the finding that 
Dorothy Eaton and ,T. R. Shannor, "College Careers of High 
School Athlete3 and Non-athletes," school Review. XLII (May, I534), 
35o-3»l. 
12 
the group of athletes entering college was 
somewhat below the other group in aver ge 
intelligence. The proportion of high school 
athletes graduating from college was also 
greater than the similar proportion on non-
athletes in the same high school graduat­
ing classes both in the case of the two 
groups that graduated from high school 
and also in the case of the two groups that 
entered college. 
In the final summery the authors were of the opinion that the 
active or passive influences exerted by colleges to draw athletes might 
explain why a larger percentage of high school athletes than non-athletes 
entered college. To counteract this, the idea was also expressed that 
oolleges actively seek exceptional scholars by means of scholarships, 
and this factor may also have had its influence. 
But findings by Hakensmith^ does not support those views. 
Hakensmith made a comparison of academic and intelligence scores of 322 
students at the University of Kentucky. The purpose of the study was 
to study the relationship of intramural participation to the academic 
grades of the university students. resul'k °£ "k*10 study suggest that} 
the freshman participation in intramural athletics does not have a 
marked effect upon the student's academic grade. Participants in intra­
mural athletics as a whole have a higher mean intelligence rating than 
those who do not participate. Sophomore participants show slightly 
higher mean academic grade, and that junior and senior intramural par-
^C. . Hakensmith, "A Comparison of Academic and Intelligence 
Scores of Intramural Participants of the University of Kentucky," 
Research - quarterly, VIII (March, 1^8), . 
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tieipanta demonstrate a definite higher ras^a academic greds than do 
nan-parti ei pants of the mm classes. 
Finch* a1 investigation in 1>41» in which he attempted to 
ruvaul any relationship existing between interschol-atie ;h\rtioipati n 
and scholastic sahievettsnt, Asong boys graduating from university igh 
.•ah sal, University, tinnoeotu, 174 boys were used in the study. 
lvs sports were included, football, basketball, baseball, 
truck, ft; d swimming, Five standardized test were used to c rapute intel­
ligence quotients. These intelligence quotients along with the quarter 
grades of the students formed the basis of tee study* 
The following conclusions wore drawn .fter careful computa­
tion and study was given to the problem. 
There is a slight tendency for boys of high intelligence to 
engage lass in iatersohool athletics. Boys who play on teams engaging 
in interschool athletics contest receive grades approximately equal to 
those received by boys of equal mental ability who are not members of 
• i 
such to uas. oys engaging in more than one sport receive marks approxi­
mately the same as those of non-athletes of equal mental ability. 
Finally, there is no evidence that boys engaging in any particular 
a;>ort differ Markedly in achievement from boys engaging in any other 
sport. 
*F* H. Finch, "Athlotioe and ohiovomant in Hi#i chool,* 
J2*£2l 2£& Xt? iFebruary 27, I942), 2^-pO, 
14 
A study made by Jones*- with reference to the intelligence of 
high school athletes and non-athletes. He pointed out that for years 
the relationship between brain and brawn h s led many interesting 
discussions in respect to the idea that some people consider athletics 
an activity in which physical strength is the only requirement; while 
others contend that intelligence is also necessary. Jones drew the fol­
lowing conclusions: High school athletes are more intelligent than non-
athletes, There is a smaller percentage of athletes than non-athletes 
in the lower intelligence level. A larger per cent of the athletes than 
of the non-athletes is in normal and superior groups of intelligence. 
In the very superior and near genius groups the percentage of athletes 
and non-athletes is approximately the same. 
p 
A further study was made by seeger and Postpichal on intelli­
gence and certain physical abilities. The purpose of the study was to 
determine if Philadelphia teachers of physical education found lower 
levels of achievement in physical activities in the school organised 
primarily to care for children of low mentality. 
The subjects of the study were b^b boys in two special schools 
in the city of Philadelphia. A mental score for each boy under considera-
tlun vica obtained from the offices of Philadelphia schools. Each boy 
^L. £>• Jones, "A Comparison of the Intelligence of Athletes 
with non-athletes," oohool and Society. XLII (September 21, 1'J35), 
4ib-4it) 
2J. C. Seeger and Otto Postpichal, "Relation Between Intelli­
gence and Certain Aspects of Physical Abilities," Journal of Educational 
He search. XXX (October, 193b), 104-lOb. 
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was given athletic test in the following events: Overhead ball throw; 
fifty yard dash; standing hop; step and Jump; and chinning. The results 
war® recorded. 
The results showed the correlations between I. Q. and scores in 
athletic events were positive, but too low to be of much forecasting 
usefulness. The I. Q. score correlations were high for the more compli­
cated events. The facts indicated a definite correlation between 
desirable attributes of intelligence and measured other factors in this 
study, and the athletic ability tested in the five events. Brighter boys 
tend to achieve better scores. However, the individual variation is so 
great, and the forecasting ability is so small that these tendencies 
should not be given an individual application. 
These studies shows that there is no significant difference 
between the athletes and non-athletes in the areas considered in these 
studies. 
GiAPTifi III 
ANALYSIS OF MTA 
The grades of the athletes and non-athletes are of primary 
importance in this study. Instead of using number averages beginning 
at "0" and expending through "100", or letter averages such as "A"» "B" 
or "C", this study uses index averages that oan be translated from either 
the letter system or the number system. Since one school uses one type 
of marking system, and another school uses another type, the index 
aver .ges are used in this study are more suitable for the comparisons of 
the two groups. It may well be repeated that an "A" or number equivalent 
to an "A" is assigned the index number 3* a °r equivalent number 
is assigned and index number 4» A op equivalent number is assigned 
an index number of 3» a "D" or equivalen number is assigned an index 
number of 2; and a "F" or equivalent number is assigned an index num­
ber of 1. The number obtained by taking the arithmetical average of the 
index number which were computed from the student's grades, represents 
the student's total index number. This index is computed correct to 
the nearest thousandth of a point* 
The grades come from solid c urses that offer one-half credit 
for a semester's work* English* social studies* vocational subjects, 
mathematics, foreign language, and science all fall into this catagory* 
Grades for band, eve 1 though it offers full credit in some cases, are 
not considered because in some of the schools athletes are not per­
mitted to t. ke band and vice-versa. The subject areas considered are 
those in which both athletes and non-athletes have an equal opportunity 
to participate. Plus or minus marks are not taken into consideration. 
l6 
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The index number of each group is the average derived from the 
total number of students in each group. It is easy to see that if the 
grades for each school wore averaged and then the grades from all of the 
schools wore averaged again, it would not give the desired index average, 
because each school average had been computed to the nearest thousandth 
of a point previously. The fact that each school does not have the same 
number of students would also make an average computed by schools in­
adequate for this study. 
This study is designed to give correct to the thousandth of 
a point, computed by arithematical computation, the average which seem 
to give the true image of the average grades of all of the schools in­
cluded in this study, since this study is primarily interested in the 
average grades for the athletes and the average grades for the non-
athletes of all of the schools, rather than for each school, it again 
seam impractical to emphasize the average for the individual schools. 
The average for each school was computed, this was done only for the 
purpose of finding the general average for all of the schools and was 
was given no consideration in this study. 
Tables are provided to show all of the comparisons of the 
athletes, and of the non-athletes included in this study. Each table 
is explained, and the final average for the athletes and for the non-
athletes are pointed out. 
All other arears considered in this study are treated in 
a like manner. 
18 
Table I gives the index averages of grades for both athletes 
the averages for the non—athletes according to schools# 
TABLE I 
COMPARISON CSP AIL HIOH SCHOOL GRADES MATE ST 










Carthage 13 3.942 1 4.307 
Gladewater 20 3.675 31 3.216 
Henderson 11 3.976 1 3.440 
Jacksonville 7 3.84k 1 3.&T5 
Kilgore 24 3.582 30 3.875 
Lufkin 19 3.482 5 3.043 
Nacogdoches 43 3-823 44 3.594 





It was found fro® Table I that the average for athletes is 3»^S5» 
and that the average for non-athletes is 3*47^» 1  ̂ o®n be noted the 
total number of each group, and the total index average for the athletes 
and the total average for the non-athletes. 
The athletes have a higher average than the non-athletes in 
Gladewater, Henderson, Kilgore, Nacogdoches, and Lufkin, while the non-
athletes lead in the other three schools, those being Pittsburg, Carthage, 
and Jacksonville. The athletes (Table I) from Henderson registered the 
19 
highest grades of any group with an index average of 3.976. If this grade 
was transferred back to a regular number or letter grade, It would pro­
bably amount to about an 85, or "B*. 
In the elective subjects, a careful check was made to determine 
if there was any difference in the type of subjects preferred by each 
of the groups. With the exception of band, there was no evidence pref­
erence. Vocational subjects, music and art were about evenly distrib­
uted among the athletes and non-athletes. 
The average grade for each of the 147 athletes was taken and 
then averaged as a group to find the index average. The average grade 
for all athletes of the I90I-62 senior class of District 3 AAA was 3.603. 
This average is .123 of an index point higher than the average for the 
non-athletes. The I07 noa-athlates included in this study represents 
42.5 per cent of the total number of senior boys who graduated from Dis­
trict 3 AM high schools In 1962. 
The highest non-athlete average was mad® at Carthage, but, 
since; this included only one boy, the average is not of particular 
value. The 40 non-athletes fro® Nacogdoches probably presents the 
most acceptable grades with an average of 3*594* As has already been 
mentioned the five non-athletes from pittaburg, and on© non-athlete 
from Carthage, and the one non-athlete from Jacksonville are the only 
three groups that led the athletes in index average. 
The above mentioned information indicates that there is very 
little difference between the actual grades made by athletes and non-
athlete 3 who are included In this study, and that the little difference 
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that floes exist is in favor of the athletes# 
Grades received in English were the only grades that were 
compared in an individual subject matter area. With such a wide range 
of elect!ves it seem impractical to try to compare grades in other 
subjects. Since English is required throughout high school, it makes 
an ideal subject for comparison. 
The index average for the 147 athletes is «lbl of an index 
point higher than that of the I07 non-athletes as will be seen in Table II. 
TABLE II 
CQMPAmsCK OF HIGH SCHOOL ENGLISH GRADES MADE 
01 fUTQ THOSE MADE BY KO&-ATKLETMS 










Carthage 12 3.792 1 4,000 
Glaflewater 20 3.633 21 2.560 
Henderson 11 3.965 1 3.333 
Jacksonville 7 3.476 1 3.167 
24 3.213 30 2.233 
Lufldn *9 3.088 5 2.667 
Nacogdoches 43 3.519 44 3.467 
Pittsburg 11 2.576 ... 4 3.125 
• 147 107 
Table II shows that the eleven athletes from Henderson have 
the highest index average for athletes with an average of 3.565. The one 
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non-athlete from Carthage posted a 4*000 average» but of course this 
average represents only one person, and therefore does not reflect the 
average of all of the non-athletes. The 44 non-athletes from Nacog­
doches were next with an average of 3*4k?» 
The index average for the athletes is 3*4^-3 (Table II), page 
20 gives this information. If this average was evaluated back to a 
letter grade it would be about a "C*. The index average for the non-
athletes is 3. 252, (Table II) f page 20, gives this information. If 
this average was evaluated back to a letter grade it would also be 
equivalent to a WQ". 
For many years various means of testing ones mental ability 
have been devised. The most common type of testing is the group intel­
ligence test which is designed to be used to cheek at intervals through­
out the student's school career. The score used in each case in this 
study is from the latest test that was given to the student during his 
high school career. In any one school the test may have been made whan 
the students ware sophomores, or possibly while they were seniors. 
In order for the conclusions to have real statistical value, 
it would probably be necessary for the same type test to be given to 
all students at the same time. Since this is not possible, the intel­
ligence quotients as thsy were found, are presented in this study. Due 
to the fact that some students were absent on the days that the tests 
were given, and due to new students moving in, the average does not 
represent the total number of students involved in the study. Pittsburg 
had no records whatsoever, but the other seven schools had records on 
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aoat of their students. The schools recorded intelligence quotients for 
132 of the athletes and 97 of the non-athletes. The writer is mindful 
of the athletes and the non-athletes that are not include. 
Table III presents the intelligence quotients as they were 
found in the different schools. The average is computed correct to the 
nearest whole number, and that average is found in the table. 
TABLE III 
COMPARISON OF MSIXISaiCI (J00TI18TS MADE BY ATHLETES 




Average I. Q. 
of Athletes 
Number of Average I. Q. 
Non-athletes of Non*athletes 
Carthage 10 101 1 123 
GHadawater 19 108 21 104 
Henderson 11 102 1 94 
J ackson villa 7 95 1 100 
Kilgore 23 101 24 104 
Lufkln 19 105 5 104 
Nacogdoches 43 111 44 ill 
Pittsburg No records available 
132 97 
It oan be determined from the scores in Table III that the 
average intelligence quotient for athletes is 1Q&. It may also be de­
termined from the data in Table III that the average for the non-athletes 
is 107, 
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The athletes lead* as far as averages are concerned, in four 
of the schools, and had the same average as non-athletes in another one 
of the schools, The highest average for athletes was that of Nacogdoches 
students who had a mean I. Q. of 111. The average for all of the athletes 
is 10b. 
The average for the intelligence scores of the Qf[ non—athletes 
is I07. This is a difference of 1 point in favor of the non-athletes. 
This small difference does not Justify any conclusions sine© the intelli­
gence test themselves are not considered to be 100 per cent correct. This 
indicates that the athletes of District 3 AAA made better narks in re­
lation to their intelligence quotients in the l^bl-ba school year, but 
the difference is not statistically significant. 
Securing good attendance is a problem that has plagued some people 
since the beginning of modem schools, some pupils are absent through 
necessity, while others are absent simply because they want to be absent* 
Work is the excuse most offered for absences among both the athletes, 
and the non-athletes. Days, or periods out of the class room due to school 
trips such as Inter scholastic League Sports, band tripe, agriculture trips, 
Hi Y organization trips. Home Economic trips, and student council trips 
are not counted as absences against the student since they were school 
sponsored affairs. This part of the report does not take into considera­
tion, whether the absences were excused, or unexoused. 
The absentee records of the 147 athletes and the 107 non-
athletes were taken directly from the permanent attendance records of each 
school, and represents the absences for the l^bl-b2 school year only. 
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Table IV" compares the absentees Of the athletes with those of 
the non-athletes. 
TABLE V 
COMPARISOK OF SHE • ABSENCES OOP ATHLETES WITH THOSE OF 
NON-ATHLETES HIKING THE l$bl-fc2 SCHOOL TIftR 
School 
Average number of 
times each athlete 
was absent 
Average number of 
times each non-athlete 
was absent 
Carthage 12 14 
Gladewater 6 10 
Henderson 5 38 
Jaoksontille u H 
Kilgore 6 4 
Lufkin 9 8 
Nacogdoches 12 9 
Pittsburg 8 4 
Table IV reveals that the athletes were absent on an average 
of 9 times, and that the non-athletes mere absent on an average of 8 times. 
The athletes were absent about Per eent of the time and Pre­
sent about 94.2 per cent of the time during the 1981-82 school year. The 
schools themselves show very little difference in the average of the 
athletes and the non-athletes. 
The noa-athletea were absent about par cent of the time, 
and, (Table IV), present about 94*9 P«r cent of the time. Again, the 
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margin Is very close which indicates that little can be assumed in the 
way of comparison. Savon-tenths of one per cent is the total difference, 
so it can hardly be said that one group is far better than the other 
in attendance. 
The data indicates that the location of the school has very 
little to do with the number of times a student was absent, and the 
data also Indicates that it makes very little difference whether the 
student is an athlete or a non-athlete. 
Academic honors are awarded to those who achieve certain high 
standards. Usually the rewards consist of medal a, or citations but 
ocassionally, scholarship to Colleges, or Universities are given as 
inducements to the achievement of academic success. 
The National Honor Society is one of those organizations which 
recognizes each year the seniors who have maintained high standards in 
leadership, citizenship, scholarship, and service. The student not only 
has to make high marks, but must possess other admirable characteristics 
as well, in order to be a ©amber of the National Honor society. The 
teachers evaluate these other characteristics plus academic averages of 
the student and the result determine whether the student is eligible for 
admission to the society. 
Not all of the schools in District 3 AAA. participate in the 
selection of students for membership in the National Honor Society, 
but each school has same type of local society that recognizes those 
students of outstanding ability and achievement. The student council, 
which is found in several of the schools, and the Hall of Fame at 
The W. R. Banks Library 
Prairie View A. & M. College, 
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hudkin are two exa/mles of local societies found, in District 3 AAA 
schools. 
At the end of each sehool year there is still another honor 
which is bestowed upon two members of the graduating class. The 
Valedictorian, the student h ving the highest average through out high 
school, and the salute tori an, tlx student having the second highest 
average, are indeed honors. The students who achieve either of these 
honors had to do so in competition with girls as well as the other boys. 
The writer recognizes the fact that there are numerous 
other societies, and organizations that has some type of screening 
process for the selection of its members. Summer training instutites, 
fellowship grants, and others. Only those honor societies mentioned 
above are the ones considered in this study. It is the usual custom 
to think of the girls receiving most of the honors from the societies. 
Girls are not included in this study, but a careful survey of the 
records was made, and the greater number of honors were won by the 
female students. 
In spite of the fact that most girls do not utilize as much 
time in athletic competition as do the athletes, did not conform to 
the ide of girls receiving all of the honors. 
No logical explanation can be given for the lack of honors 
received by the non-athletes. Again this ba rs out the literature 
in that athletes seem to share in more of the honors than do the 
non-athletes. 
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Table V lists the types of honor soeiety and the number of 
athletes and non-athletes in each society from each school* 
TABLE 7 
A COMPARISON OF ©IB SPECIAL ACADEMIC HONORS 
OF ATHLETES AND NON*ATIiLETES 
-—' National Local valedictorian or 
Honor society Honor soeiety salutatorian 
SOtool IH-Al• IA)* Uli lSaOl. 
Carthage 
.V ft 
0 Q 4 0 i 0 
Grladewater 9 4 1 1 0 0 
Henderson 0 0 1 0 2 0 
Jacksonville 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Kilgore 5 1 0 0 1 0 
Lufkin 0 0 3 0 1 0 
Nacogdoches 0 2 11 3 0 0 
Pittsburg 
14 
% ,P..- 0 
22 - 7 4 0" -
From the information in Table 7, It can be seen that 
Gladewater* s athletes headed the list of the National Honor society 
with 9* Nacogdoches* athletes headed the list in the local Honor 
Society with 11. Henderson*s athletes accounted for both the 7ale-
dietorian and the Salutatorian of that school. The non-athletes did 
not lead in any society. 
* The letters (A)* ana (N-A)*, represents th athletes and 
non-athletes respectively. 
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The athletes of District 3 AAA had a total of 34 students 
in the National Honor society, 22, in local societies, and 4 of the 
athletes were either Valedictorian, or salutatorian. The total number 
of athletes represented in all of the honor societies is 4^» This means 
that 27 per cent of the athletes in the l^bl-£>2 graduating class were 
members of some type of honor society. 
Out of the group of non-athletes, 8 were members of a 
National Honor society, 7 were members of local societies, and non 
of the non-athletes had an average high enough to be Valedictorian, 
or salutatorian at his respective school. The 15 non-athletes re­
presents the students from that group who were members of an honor 
society. These 15 students represents 14 per cent of the total number 
of non-athletes. 
The so-called extracurricular activities of school plays 
an important part in the school*s program. The term extracurricular 
in this study means any school sponsored event that requires extra 
time on the part of the student. Band, Flays, annual staff, school 
paper, and choral music are the specific activities chosen for this 
study. The activities were not chosen on the basis of importance to 
the school program, but on the basis of the use of extra-class time. 
Of course there are many other activities that take a student's time, 
but they are usually of shorter duration than the ones mentioned above. 
Selection of school favorites is another activity in which the 
popularity and personality of individuals is concerned, school favorites 
are selected by the stu 
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must have faculty approval. The school favorites considered in this study 
include only those students elected by the entire student body. Class 
favorites are not included. 
Table 71 presents the number of students of e.oh of the two 
groups considered who participated in the activities in each school. 
TABLE 71 
COMPARISON OF THE GROUPS IN EffPR -COHRICtJLAR P HTICI? HON 
OTHER THAN SPORTS .El) IK CHOICE OF SCHOOL FAVORITES 
Plays Band sehool paper Choral Favorites 
School I A) (H-A) lA) tN-A) iN-A) U) UM-A) U) IH-A) 
Carthage 5 0 2 i 2 0 0 0 3 0 
Gladewater 0 1 0 3 1 0 2 2 5 0 
Henderson 7 0 0 0 2 0 NO H© cord 
Kilgore l 1 0 3 1 1 1 0 3 0 
Luftcin 5 2 4 3 4 1 2 1 2 1 
Jacksonville 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Nacogdoches 4 1 0 3 2 2 1 3 4 2 
.. ittsburg 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
22 5 3 22 12 4 b b ' 17 3 
Table 71 shows a comparison of the athletes and the non-
athletes in extracurricular participation other than sports and in the 
choice of school favorites. Including both athletes and non-athletes, 
twenty-seven students participated in plays, 31 participated in band, 
and 21 were members of the annual staff, 12 ivere /numbers of the choral 
group, and 20 were elected school favorites. 
i 
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The athletes as a group had 22 participants in plays, 3 band 
participants, 12 axuiual staff and school paper participants, o members 
in the choral group, and 17 school favorites. This is a total of 43 
athletes in activities thut require time outside of school hours. 
The group of non-athlotea had 3 participants in plays, 21 
participants in band, b annual staff and school paper members, d choral 
participants, and 3 school favorites. In scan.© schools athletes were not 
allowed to participate in band, so this may account in part for the non-
at lates having the larger group in this area. 
Comparisons of the athletes and non-athletes shows that 
about 15 per cent of the athletes, and about 3 per cent of the non-
athletes participated in plays. This is a difference of 10 per cont 
in favor of the athletes# six per cent of the athletes and I3 per cent 
of the non-athletes participated in band. This is a difference of 3 
per cent in favor of the non-athletes. Eight per cent of the athletes 
and about 3 per cent of the non-athletes participated on the school 
paper, or annual staff. This is a difference of three per cent in favor 
of the at lete3. Four per cent of the athletes and 3 per cent of the non-
athletes participated in choral. The athletes hid 11 per cent of their 
total number elected as school favorites, while the nan-athletes had 
only 3 per cent. 
The above information indicated athletes, even though they 
spend time in athletics, thay also spend more time in other activities 
than do the non-athletes. It is also noticed that the athletes rate 
higher in popularity than do the members of the non-athletes' group. 
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There were bO senior boys who participated in football in 
District 3 AAA during the years of 1555-1581 inclusive. This total also 
represents the largest number of participants in any one sport. Since 
eleven players are required to constitute a football team, this indicates 
that there is a large number of participants who are below the senior 
class. 
Table VII column 1, gives the football average for each school, 
and the average for all schools is found in Table VIII. 
TABLE VII 
A COMPARISON OF THE AVERAGES OF E CH 
SCHOOL ACCORDING TO THIS SPORT 
School Football Basketball Baseball Track Tennis 
Carthage 3.435 4.000 3.38b 3.122 3.O02 
Gladewater 3.302 3.87b 4.257 4.045 3.811 
Henderson 4.177 3.526 3.842 3.280 No Participants 
Jacksonville 3.443 3.845 4.084 3.442 3.838 
Kilgore 3.847 3,050 3.307 3.150 3.728 
Lufkin 4.0b2 3.263 3.884 3.106 3.581 
Nacogdoches 3.222 2.585 3.45b 3,ol8 4.252 
Pittsburg 3.30b 3.444 3.132 3.501 No Participant; 
It can be noted from Table VII, the senior boys who partici­
pated in football from Henderson had the highest index average in all 
grades with 4,117. The football participants from Lufkin were second 
highest with an average of 4.0b2. 
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The study reveals that the grades made by football players 
have no apparent difference from those made by players of any of the 
other snort3• Tho fact that the football season is longer than the 
season for any of the other sports, and requires more time outside of 
the class room, had no decided effect on the participants# 
There were 2.(j senior boys in the graduating class of llpb2, 
who participated in basketball during the three seasons of their high 
school career. This number represents I'/.QOy per cent of all of the 
senior athletes in this study. 
The fact that only 5 players are required to constitute a 
team offers no logical explanation for the small participation. The 
fact that some of the latest trends in coaching this sport is to use 
as many underclassmen, as is fe.sibly possible, probably accounts to 
a large extent for the small participation in this sport by senior boys. 
Since this is the only indoor sport in this study, and it is 
played during the winter months of the school term, the small per cent 
of 17.00^ is astonishing for the basketball participation. 
The basketball participants from Carthage had the highest 
average with This average has very little significance, since 
there was only one senior participant in basketball from that school. 
Henderson was second highest In average, with an average 
of . 2o. This, too; does not indicate any significant difference in 
average since there was only one basketball participant from that school. 
Table VII, column 2, page Jl, gives the basketball averages 
for each sc 00.  The averages of 3*35t> for of schools is found 
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in Table VIII. 
TABLE VIII 
v A COMP RI30W OF THE AVERAGES 
ACCORDING TO SPORT 




Track 3 *4^0 
Tennis 3.835 
The basketball average, as in the averages previously 
discussed, shov; no appreciable difference from those of any other 
sport. 
There were 59 senior boys who participated In baseball 
in District 3 AAA during the school ye rs inclusive. This 
total represents the second 1 rgest number of participants in any one 
sport. Since it takes 5 players to constitute a baseball team, this 
indicated that juniors, and sophomores are used in many instances in 
order to field a team. Baseball season arrives hear the end of the 
school year, which may account for the lack of participation by senior 
boys. 
The senior boys who participated in basebal from Gladewater 
had the highest index average in all grades with 4.297. The Jackson­
ville students were second highest with an average of 4.064. 
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Table ¥11, column 3, page 31, gives the baseball averages for 
District 3 AAA schools, and the averages for all of the school or 3*^7°> 
for the same sport is fa nd in Table VIII on paga 33* 
The track participants had the lowest grades with an average 
for all of the schools of 3.4,0. There were 50 seniors who ompeted 
in track, which means about 34 Per sent of the athletes were out for 
track. The track participants from GIE dewater had the highest grades 
with an average of 4,043. The above mentioned tables on pages j>l and 33* 
supplies the averages for the grades of the track participants. 
Only b schools in District 3 AAA entered players in tennis in 
the Interseholnstic League competition. Those were; Gladewater, 
jtCilgore, Nacogdoches, Carthage, Jacksonville, and Lufkin. Lufkin had 
three boys who advanced to the finals in the I302 ;tate Tennis Tourna­
ment at Prairie View A. and M. College. The tennis players from Nacog­
doches had the highest average of the b schools represented with an 
average of 4*232, The average of 3*^35 l°r all of the schools made by 
tennis players was the highest average made in any of the sports. There 
were only lb, or approximately 1) per cent of the athletes, who parti­
cipated in tennis. This amall number is probably due to the fact that 
it takes only 1 or 2 players to constitute a team. 
Tables VII and VIII, on pages 31» and 33 respectively, 
also; have the same type of information regarding tennis players as 
is shown for the participants in the other sports. 
The stimilus for this part of the study came from the discussion 
of whether it is best for a boy to participate in more than one sport. 
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Some contends that a boy who participates in sports all year, will 
neglect his studies to such an extent that his grades will be j.oxvsr©d» 
The data as found in this study indicates that the boys, in District 3 AAA# 
who participated in only one sport mad© the lowest grades out of the 
group of athletes* 
Among the 8 schools of this study» the boys from Henderson 
who participated in only one sport had the best grades with an average 
of 3-538. 
Table IX lists the averages by schools* 
TABLE IX 
GH&ees AMMma OF PAHPICIP/vHTS IN que, 
m>, tsmm, oa four sports 
Participants Participants participants Participants 










































There were 45 b®ys who participated in 2 of the 5 spoils* 
These athletes had the highest grades with an index average of 3*873* 
Among the schools included in this study, the boys who parti­
cipated in 2 sports from Gladewater, had the highest grades with an 
average of 4.122. The two sport participants from carthage were second, 
with an average of 3*^^* 
There were 22 senior boys out of the 147 athletes, who parti­
cipated in 3 of the four sports, and their average was 3.5^2, which ranks 
third. This is only 0*117 of sn index point behind the first ranking 
participators. 
The three sport participators fro® Jacksonville mad© the 
highest grades with an average of 4*475* 
Table X gives the number of athletes and the number of sports 
in which they participated. 
TABLE X 
AVERAGES FOB PARTICIPANTS IN ONE, 
TWO, THREE, OR POUR SPORTS 
Number of Number of 
Sports Aartioipants Average 
One sport 60 3*53^ 
Two Sports 48 3*^5 
Three Sports 22 3-562 
Four Sports 15 3*645 
Tables EC, and X above gives the information concerning the 
boys who participated in 3 sports. 
The 15 boys who participated in 4 sports ranked second in 
academic standing with an average of 3.045, Roughly, this represents 
approximately 10 per cent of the total number of participants. The 
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participants from Glaciewater had an average of 4*557» "ths 
highest average among the school in this study* 
The data collected In this study see® to indicate that it 
makes very little difference aa to how many sports an individual 
participates* 
CHAPTER IV 
SOMMARf i® CONCLUSIONS 
The summary of the previous chapters and the conclusions 
that may be drawn from the information received is the primary concern 
of this chapter. 
It is recognized that the findings of this study will not 
hold true in every community for several reasons. First, changes come 
with time and it is not probable that findings revealed in this study 
will be true ten, five, or even one year from now. second, it is not 
probable that the teachers in the different schools teach or record 
grades alike. There is always the chance that a teacher may favor or 
disfavor the athlete, or non-athlete when the grades are recorded. A 
certain amount of umbrage, and the human element is always pi's sent, 
which usually causes a lack of objectivity in the averages. Third, the 
economic status of the oil field schools and the oil field people is 
somewhat different from other communities. This may cause the findings 
to vary from what might be found elsewhere. Fourth, the curriculum 
offered varies from school to school. here the larger city school may 
stress college preparatory subjects, the small town school may stress 
vocational subjects. While in many casus the opposite may be true* Nat­
urally the type of subject, and the interest created in class has 
much to do with the grades that a student achieves. These things vary 
s mewhat from one school to another, and as enrollment increases the 
ratio of athletes to non-athlete3 may change. 
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Some of the findings of this stud/ which looms as important 
are: 
1, Very little data are available in this area of 
study, that was obtained about 25 years ago. The most recent avail­
able Information proceeding this report was computed in New Jersey» 
in 1^45* 
2, The number of senior athletes in District 3 AAA 
high schools in l'jo2 exceeded the number of non-athletes by 40. The 
total number of athletes W03 I47» ®hd the total number of non-athletes 
was I07, showing that in this district, competitive sport3 afford 
opportunities to a large percentage of the students. 
3, The social and economic background of the students 
in the oil fiold schools is of a wide and varied range. 
4, Some of the schools of District 3 AAA receives 
money from the school tax levied on real estate with valuations made 
high by the presence of oil and are thus able to 3pend more money on 
co-curricular activities in eluding athletics than would otherwise 
be the case. 
5, in District 3 MA schools, the average of the grades 
for the lyb2 senior athletes are slightly above the grades for ti e lv,.o2 
senior non-athletes. The athletes had an average of 3-u05» and 
non-athletes had an average" of 3*47°* Statistically speaking, the 
difference is not significant. 
b. In the only single subject comparison of the study 
which was English, the athletes made slightly better grades than did 
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non-athletes. The athletes* index average for English was 3»413» and 
the average for the non-athletes w-os 3*252. Statistically, the difference 
is the same as in the previous area, 
•j?. Records were available for 132 of the athletes in 
the area of intelligence quotients, a n d  records were available for 57 
of the non-athletes. The average i telligence quotient of lot which 
the non-athletes had is slightly higher than the average of 10b which 
the athletes had. 
8. The senior athletes of District 3 AAA were absent 
from school an average of y times during the iybl-b2 school year, and 
the non-athletes were absent an average of 8 times. On an average each 
athlete was absent one more day than each non-athlete. 
y. Not only did the athletes sake bettor grades, but 
also they had a larger percentage of students who were elected to 
honor societies, both on the national, ad the local level. Tables I 
and II bears out the statement made above. 
10. Out of all the seniors of district 3 AAA, including 
the girls, the athletes had one valedictorian and three salutatorians, 
while the non-athletes did not earn any of these honors. 
11 The athletes had a larger percentage of students 
who engaged in activities other than sports, such as plays, annual staff, 
and the school paper, than did the non-athletes. 
12, The athletes had a larger percentage of students 
who were elected school favorites than did the non-athletes. The 
athletes had 17 student body favorites out of 147 students, and the 
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non-athletes had 3 favorites out of I07 students. 
13. About 30 per cent of the occupations, in which the 
parents engaged, dealt directly with the oil field, this reveals no 
noticeable difference in relation to the type of work performed by 
the parents of athletes and the parents of the non-athletes. 
14. The study indicates that the kind of sport in which 
\ k 
the athlete participated, had no apparent affoct on the grades made by 
the athletes in the solid courses. 
15 The study bears out the literature in that athletes 
seemingly rank a bit higher than the non-athletes. However, this figure 
is so small, it has no particular significance. 
In view of the findings, the writer suggest the following 
re ccommenda t i ons s 
1. To ascertain what oourses, if any, in which the 
athletes make their lowest grades. 
2. To determine what effect, if any, athletics have 
on tho physical and emotional development of participants. 
3. To determine the effect participation in one, two, 
three, r more 3ports have on individual academic success. 
4. Longitudinal studies ovor the entire high school 
career of at letes and follow-up after graduation. 
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